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Articles

Liberalism in Hong Kong and Taiwan  
during the Cold War

NAKAMURA Motoya

Introduction: Republican-era Chinese Liberalism and the Triangular Relationship 
between China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan in the Late 20th Century 

Modern China began with the fall of the Qing dynasty in 1911. As with other countries, modern China can be better 

understood through the prism of its constitutional history that represents a projection of both liberal and nationalist 

currents. No matter the actual constitutional setup, the mainstream of modern China is the history of republic: that 

of the Republic of China (ROC) which replaced dynastic rule with republican government, and that of the People’s 

Republic of China (PRC). According to Nakamura [2018], although modern China has accepted various types of -ism 

such as socialism, but, at a more fundamental level, it has faced a vexing dichotomy of harmony and conflict between 

liberalism and nationalism. 

The constitutional history of modern China provides a valuable perspective for understanding East Asia, both 

its history and present. Nakamura [2017] discusses this perspective in detail. This discussion can be summarized as 

follows. In Japan, the promulgation of the Constitution of Japan in 1947 heralded a fundamental shift from rule by law, 

as under the old Imperial Constitution, to rule of law. In China, the situation was more complicated: the ROC enacted its 

Constitution in 1947, and then the PRC enacted its own Constitution in 1954, creating two constitutional spaces—one of 

mainland China (by then under the PRC control) and one of Taiwan (where the ROC was now ensconced). This situation 

also transformed Hong Kong, which found itself caught between mainland China and Taiwan. Thus, “Constitution” is 

a useful concept in describing the dynamics of modern Asia.

A focus on constitutional history can also help to compare histories of human rights of post-war Japan, mainland 

China, and Taiwan. In Japan’s case, the Constitution of Japan advanced the cause of human rights by safeguarding basic 

human rights. In other words, it promoted human rights by directly guaranteeing them. In modern China, the principle 

of directly guaranteeing human rights was called “Zhijie baozhang zhuyi” 直接保障主義 in early-20th century and it 

was embodied in the ROC’s Constitution. Actually the ROC’s constitutional provisions on human rights were a bit of a 

mixed bag, however, and it is the most important for us to recognize that at the start of the 1950s, there was a willingness, 

linked partly to the high regard for the Constitution of Japan, to preserve the principle in Taiwan. This point is clear 

from Zhang Zhiben’s 張知本 constitutional discourse. Sidestepping the question of how well the ROC’s Constitution 

has actually safeguarded human rights, insofar as the Constitution was tied, at least ideologically, with the Constitution 

of Japan, it stood antithetical to the PRC’s Constitution when it came to human rights—the latter only added a provision 
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on human rights in 2004. Therefore, it became a source of ideological conflict in East Asia [Zhongcun 2012, 2014].

Thus, once we position the constitutional history of modern China in the broader context of East Asia, we begin to 

see how historical trajectories of liberalism in modern China reflect this history as they are intricately interwoven with it. 

How have historians interpreted modern Chinese liberalism? Mainland Chinese scholars such as Zhang Qing 

[1996, 2004, 2006] have recognized the historical significance of modern Chinese liberalism, particularly that of the 

Republican-era (1912–49). Unsurprisingly, modern Chinese liberalism has also been enthusiastically investigated 

by Taiwanese and Hong Kong scholars such as Xue Huayuan, who espouse liberty, democracy, human rights, and 

constitutionalism. These scholars have focused on liberalism in the Republican-era as well as in their own territories of 

Taiwan or Hong Kong in the latter half of the 20th century. They have also examined liberalism as a cultural phenomenon. 

For example, they have focused on political ideas of Confucians who fled mainland China for Hong Kong or Taiwan, 

and on how Confucians’ ideas intersected with liberalism [Xue 1993, 1996; Xie 2008; Kō 2018]. The topic of modern 

Chinese liberalism has also caught the attention of Japanese scholars. Japan historically reoriented itself from Eastern to 

Western values, moving from tradition to modernity. Perhaps reflecting this, these scholars have been inclined to view 

modern Chinese liberalism as a framework for contextualizing modern China in relation to nationalism, socialism, and 

revolution [Mizuha 2007; Murata, ed. 2011]. Western scholars, too, have often discussed the topic, focusing typically 

on the question of whether China can liberalize and democratize [Fung 2000].

Modern Chinese liberalism is, to put it bluntly, a rather nebulous concept—no less than Western liberalism. 

However, what term other than liberalism could be used to describe a political orientation that intersects multiple 

ideologies without belonging to any particular ideology, and which has always leaned more or less towards the cause of 

freedom? To help clarify matters, I use the term “universal liberalism” to describe the political thought of modern China 

which grapples with the essential issue of freedom and power (権力). This issue is none other than the fundamental 

dilemma of Western liberalism. That is, it transcends time, place, and language. On the other hand, I use the expression 

“liberalism-as-a-phenomenon” to denote a somewhat different sense of liberalism. Liberalism-as-a-phenomenon refers 

to a more localized form of liberalism, one that asserts the legitimacy of liberalism as a universal principle, but comes 

with the political and cultural trappings of a place and time. Against the backdrop of the Cold War between the US 

and USSR, China split into the PRC-ruled mainland and the ROC-ruled Taiwan in 1949. Both sides vied against each 

other, claiming themselves as the legitimate government of China. Meanwhile, Hong Kong was ruled by Britain, a 

liberal democracy, and would remain so until 1997. In such a situation, “liberalism-as-a-phenomenon” manifested, on 

one hand, as a localized cultural phenomenon, while on the other, it symbolized a broader ideological conflict between 

the two Chinas, with Hong Kong caught in the fray. 

The chronology of modern Chinese liberalism can be summarized as follows. During the Republican-era, universal 

liberalism in modern China focused on the fundamental dilemma between freedom and power. It was represented by 

intellectuals such as Hu Shi 胡適 and Chu Anping 儲安平. In circa 1949, the Republican-era liberals split into two camps: 

one camp was opposed to the Chinese Communist Party’s (Zhongguo Gongchandang 中国共産党; CCP) rule (anti-CCP 

liberalism), while the other camp supported it (pro-CCP liberalism). Generally speaking, anti-CCP liberalism spread to 

Taiwan, where it was represented by Lei Zhen 雷震 and Free China Journal (Ziyou Zhongguo 自由中国). On the other 

hand, pro-CCP liberalism, which was represented by Gu Zhun 顧準 and Li Rui 李鋭, went underground in mainland 

China. As for Hong Kong, both the anti- and pro-CCP camps spread to the colony, but so did a third liberal movement: 

This was a variant of anti-CCP liberalism advocated by the New Confucianism movement, whose key members included 

Zhang Junmai 張君勱, Xu Fuguan 徐復観, and others who wrote for The Democratic Review (Minzhu Pinglun 民主評
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論). As this third movement opposed the CCP, it was a natural ally of Taiwan’s establishmentarians who had vowed to 

free China from the reds. However, at the same time, as it focused on the question of whether traditional Chinese values 

were still relevant, it was one of the liberalism as a cultural phenomenon and differed from other liberal movements. On 

this issue, the New Confucians naturally opposed anti-traditionalists of the Chinese mainland. More importantly, they 

also disputed with Hong Kong’s politicians and intellectuals who favored modern Western democratic values and had 

denounced Jiang Jieshi 蔣介石 for his despotism. They also opposed to members of the Chinese Youth Party (Zhongguo 

Qingniandang 中国青年党) and members of the China Democratic Socialist Party (Zhongguo Minshedang 中国民社党) 

such as Zuo Shunsheng 左舜生, Freedom Front Weekly (Ziyou Zhenxian 自由陣線) and United Voice Weekly (Lianhe 

Pinglun 聯合評論). Moreover they opposed some politicians and intellectuals in Taiwan who were against Taiwan’s 

political establishment, such as the politician Yin Haiguang 殷海光 and the team at Free China Journal. Thus, the 

classic dilemma underlying Western liberalism, that of freedom versus power, had found its way into mainland China, 

Hong Kong, and Taiwan. And, at the same time, what prevailed throughout these three regions was also liberalism-

as-a-phenomenon, which did not always correspond to the essential thrust of universal liberalism [Nakamura 2018].

Due to word count restrictions, my focus is only on the anti-CCP type of the liberalism-as-a-phenomenon that arose 

after China split into the PRC mainland and the ROC Taiwan, and I will examine how they shaped relations between Hong 

Kong and Taiwan. With this approach, I will demonstrate how relations between Hong Kong and Taiwan destabilized in 

the late 1950s and early 1960s, giving rise to a new state of affairs in Hong Kong. I will also evince how the situation 

in Hong Kong in the late 1970s sparked a new bone of contention in China (Beijing)-Taiwan (Taibei) relations.

1.  How the Chinese Communist Party and Chinese National Party Regarded Hong Kong

During the 1950s and thereafter, East Asia played a major role in the Cold War. During this time, the Chinese 

Communist Party and the Chinese National Party (Zhongguo Guomindang 中国国民党; KMT) both had designs on 

Hong Kong. Beijing sought to foster pro-PRC opinion in the colony. To that end, the CCP clandestinely approached 

a number of groups in Taiwan. Naturally, these groups included anti-nationalists. They also included members of the 

Chinese Youth Party and the China Democratic Socialist Party, who fundamentally supported the ROC but had come to 

lament the KMT’s autocratic turn. Additionally, it featured members within the KMT who supported their party and the 

ROC but were opposed to Jiang Jieshi’s leadership. Taibei, for its part, wanted to prevent Hong Kong’s politicians and 

intelligentsia from taking a stance that was pro-CCP and anti-KMT. Like the CCP, the KMT waged covert operations 

to achieve this. It also actively funded Hong Kong’s cultural institutions in collaboration with the CIA, the Committee 

for Free Asia, and the Asia Foundation. It funded Hong Kong’s Friendship Society (Youlianshe 友聯社) and pro-Youth 

Party publications such as Freedom Front Weekly and United Voice Weekly. The KMT also funded the New Confucians, 

whose anti-CCP stance rendered them amenable to the KMT’s cause. Indeed, Qian Mu’s 銭穆 New Asia College (Xinya 

Shuyuan 新亜書院), which later became the Chinese University of Hong Kong, procured part of its funding from the 

KMT and the US [Jiang 2014; Ichihara 2015; Zhou 2017; Jeans 2017; Huang 2019].

As a British colony, Hong Kong was under the Western Bloc. This geopolitical reality was a boon to the KMT, 

which generally aligned itself with the US. The merits and flaws of British rule in Hong Kong warrant serious debate, 

but few would disagree that it engendered a robust legal profession and that the Legislative Council of Hong Kong (now 

the Legislative Council of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region) helped embed values of constitutionalism 
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and democracy among Hongkongers. As such, Hong Kong was more ideologically attuned with Taibei than it was to 

Beijing. This fact meant that the CCP had fewer prospects of actively advancing its Hong Kong policy during the 1950s. 

Indeed, the party was painfully aware that Hong Kong’s leftist circulations, such as Dagongbao 大公報, Wenhuibao 文
匯報, and Zhoumobao 周末報, were in the doldrums.1 

If Hong Kong’s circumstances were drastically more amenable to the KMT than they were to the CCP, why did 

the KMT fail to drive home this advantage? 

There are two points that must be considered here. The first is that Britain, eager to ensure smooth rule in Hong 

Kong, did not always follow America’s lead. Faced with the need to accommodate Communist China, Britain had 

misgivings about the aggressive Hong Kong strategy adopted by Washington and Taibei. The second point is that ever 

since it founded the People’s Republic, the CCP had always adopted a meek approach towards Hong Kong under the 

mantra “long-term planning and full utilization” (長期打算, 充分利用). Ostensibly, the CCP’s passivity toward Hong 

Kong may have created an open goal for the KMT. However, all that while, Beijing was maintaining its clandestine 

operations in the colony, working through Xinhua News Agency (Xinhuashe 新華社) without incurring any significant 

response from British authorities. For example, the Marco Polo Club, a CCP outfit, continued operating into the 1970s 

even though Britain was cognizant of its activities [Lu 2011; Liang 2012; Jiang 2014].

In short, the People’s Republic and Britain were allowing each other to operate in an increasingly large section of 

Hong Kong’s political landscape. The 1960s saw some critical developments for Hong Kong. During that decade, the 

Sino-Soviet split became manifestly apparent, and the Vietnam War kicked off to the south of the colony. Consequently, 

the PRC found it necessary to seek rapprochement with the Western Bloc. On the other hand, circumstances in Hong 

Kong were proving beneficial for Beijing to prosecute its ideological campaign there. After China’s Cultural Revolution 

began in 1966, the PRC started trumpeting the cause of anti-traditionalism and anti-colonialism and supported, more or 

less, the Hong Kong leftist riots of 1967, which were directed against British colonial rule (the anti-British struggle (反英
抗争)). It also found a great opportunity to promote Hong Kong’s “patriotic left” which lauded the Cultural Revolution. 

The Anglo-Sino flexibility regarding Hong Kong undeniably dampened Taibei’s ability to pursue its Hong Kong strategy. 

However, these circumstances are not the main reason for the KMT’s failure to effectuate its Hong Kong strategy. 

A critical factor was the growing hostility of liberals toward the KMT during the 1950s. In that decade, leading voices 

of anti-CCP liberalism in both Hong Kong and Taiwan, who spoke through Free China Journal, Freedom Front Weekly, 

and United Voice Weekly, increasingly turned up the heat on KMT’s despotic rule. During this time, The Democratic 

Review (the mouthpiece of the New Confucian brand of anti-CCP liberalism) should seemingly have been allied with 

Taiwan’s establishmentarians. However, among the publication’s contributors was Zhang Junmai, a member of the 

China Democratic Socialist Party. Because the China Democratic Socialist Party had joined the Chinese Youth Party 

in denouncing the KMT, The Democratic Review’s stance sometimes overlapped with that of the pro-Youth Party’s 

Freedom Front Weekly and United Voice Weekly. Thus, in pursuing its Hong Kong strategy, the KMT had to be wary 

of criticism from both varieties of anti-CCP liberalism. This situation ultimately loosened the political foothold for the 

KMT’s Hong Kong strategy; Taibei could no longer rely on anti-CCP liberalism as a bridge to Hong Kong. This point 

is discussed in depth in a later section.
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2. Inheriting the Liberal Mainstream of the Republican-era: Free China Journal

Free China Journal, a Taibei-based publication that ran from November 1949 to 1960, was a mouthpiece of liberals, 

including members of the KMT and others who had played an active role in the Republican-era. There were three main 

figures backing the publication. The first was Hu Shi, who was never an official member of the Republican-era regime 

but had engaged with it. The second was Lei Zhen, who had advocated for liberalism from within the Republican-

era regime. The third was Yin Haiguang, who once belonged to the regime but had later forsaken it. Hu Shi was the 

original editor of Free China Journal, but had resigned in 1952. Lei Zhen then took over editorial duties, becoming 

the de-facto chief of the publication. Yin Haiguang then became actively involved in the late 1950s, after clarifying 

his liberal credentials in Taiwan.

In its first issue, Free China Journal declared its purpose as follows.

	 我們在今天，眼看見共產黨的武力踏到的地方，立刻就罩下了一層十分嚴密的鐵幕。在那鐵幕底下，報紙

完全沒有新聞，言論完全失去自由，其他的人民基本自由更無法存在。這是古代專制帝王不敢行的最澈底的愚

民政治，這正是國際共產主義有計畫的鐵幕恐怖。我們實在不能坐視這種可怕的鐵幕普遍到中國。因此，我們

發起這個結合，作為“自由中國”運動的一個起點。2 

This mission statement reveals two things about Free China Journal: First, it had picked up the torch of Republican-era 

liberalism, which sought to reconcile freedom and order. Second, its liberal discourse was virulently anti-CCP, reflecting 

the new Cold War realities. Because of the second point, the publication provided a source of ideological support to the 

KMT, which had ostensibly shifted to constitutionalism by promulgating the ROC’s Constitution.

However, Free China Journal’s support for the KMT was short-lived. The amity lasted from November 1949 to 

May 1951. The journal’s enthusiasm for the regime gradually waned over issues published between June 1951 and 

December 1954 amid concerns about how the regime had executed a bold political reform (改造), granting Jiang 

Jieshi arbitrary powers. The issues from January 1955 to September 1956 took an increasingly pointed tone. The rift 

with the regime widened further in issues published between October 1956 and December 1958. Finally, the journal 

denounced the regime outright in issues published from January 1959 to September 1960. The final straw was Jiang 

Jieshi’s attempt to amend the Constitution to allow himself to run for a third term as President [Xue 1996; Ren 1999]. 

The KMT did indeed have a liberal faction of sorts. This faction included Cheng Cangbo 程滄波, the former head of 

Central Daily News (Zhongyang Ribao 中央日報), and Cheng Bosheng 陳博生. In 1952, these members opposed the 

government’s plan to toughen publication law. In 1953, the party expelled those suspected of being members of the 

liberal wing, such as Lei Zhen, Wu Guozhen 呉国楨, and Wang Shijie 王世杰 [Nakamura 2015]. Free China Journal 

would have resonated with these more liberal members of the KMT.

Thus, having started out as an anti-CCP liberal paper, Free China Journal broadened its critical scope to the ROC, 

becoming both anti-CCP and anti-KMT.3 In relation to this development, Lei Zhen famously called for a new party 

(Zhongguo Minzhudang 中国民主党), to oppose the KMT and its despotic rule and to restore a constitutionally-sound 

government.

	 我們希望這些相信民主政治的人，趕快的集合攏來，組織一個強有力的反對黨，以為下屆選舉的準備，以
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打破國民黨這種獨霸的局面。這個黨的組成分子，除了包括無黨無派的人士之外，也可能包括國民黨籍及民青

兩黨篤信民主自由之人士。這個新黨的功用，就是要用選舉的方式以求獲取政權為目的。4 

Lei Zhen’s political activities did not go unpunished by the KMT. The KMT, as it turned out, had no qualms about 

inflicting cruel punishment upon a hero of the Republican-era who had once played a central role in the party. For starters, 

the KMT refused to approve the new party.5 Then, in September that year, Lei Zhen was arrested on two charges—

harboring a communist and spreading communist propaganda—and sentenced to ten years of imprisonment with hard 

labor. The regime then shut down Free China Journal in what became known as the “Free China Journal Incident.”

3.  Another Platform for Republican-era Liberalism: Freedom Front Weekly and United 
Voice Weekly

What about Hong Kong?

The US expected the ROC to emerge from the Second World War as the main nation of East Asia. When these 

expectations were confounded by the ROC’s retreat to Taiwan, the US released a China white paper blaming the retreat 

on the Nationalists’ ineptitude. Around the time when the CCP declared the People’s Republic, some mainland liberals 

fled to Hong Kong, believing that neither the PRC nor the ROC held a future for them. These liberals interpreted the US 

white paper to mean that the US had abandoned the KMT. They therefore sought to create a new US-aligned Chinese 

stronghold in Hong Kong. Their aim was to revive Republican-era liberalism in the colony, creating a third force of 

Chinese liberalism, one affiliated with neither Beijing nor Taibei.

There were three notable Republican-era politicians who led this movement. The first was Li Zongren 李宗仁, 

who had served in the Nationalists’ Guangxi-pai 広西派 that took a stance of anti-Jiang Jieshi before decamping to the 

US via Hong Kong. The second was Gu Mengyu 顧孟余, who was from the left of the KMT. Gu had been a close ally 

of Wang Jingwei 汪精衛, whose collaboration with Japan during the Second Sino-Japanese War earned him the epithet 

hanjian, or “traitor to the Han Chinese.” The third politician was Tong Guanxian 童冠賢. Coming from the Central Club 

Clique, a rightist faction in the KMT, Tong had been appointed President of the ROC’s Legislative Yuan when the ROC 

promulgated the Constitution. The movement also received backing from Zhang Fakui 張発奎, a member of KMT’s 

anti-Jiang Jieshi faction. Thus, people in the new Hong Kong-based movement can be characterized as follows: Their 

belief in freedom meant that they had no association with the People’s Republic or the CCP that ruled it; however, at 

the same time, they found they had no place in the ROC either, having concluded that they could no longer extend their 

full support to a Jiang-led KMT or, in Gu’s case, because of the stigma of associating with a hanjian. Either way, they 

all saw Hong Kong as a refuge and a place where they could band together to carry forward Republican-era liberalism. 

The émigrés formed the Liberal Democratic League (Ziyou Minzhu Tongmeng 自由民主同盟); however, after it proved 

ineffectual, they reorganized as the Militant Liberal Democratic League of China (Zhongguo Ziyou Minzhu Zhandou 

Tongmeng 中国自由民主戦闘同盟). This new alliance subsequently attracted some members of the Qingniandang, 

including Zuo Shunsheng, Li Huang 李璜, and Xie Chengping 謝澄平. It also attracted some China Democratic Socialist 

Party members such as Zhang Junmai. Bolstered by the new membership, the alliance appeared to be a worthy vessel 

to inherit the mantle of Republican-era liberalism [Chen 2008, 2009, 2011].

However, the alliance struggled to gain momentum. Although the US funded the party, Britain was reluctant to 
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back it, fearing repercussions for its relations with Beijing. The alliance was also targeted by the CCP, which sought 

to erode the group through Xinhua News Agency. Moreover, the Chinese Youth Party, a natural ally of the alliance, 

was increasingly torn by internal strife. Consequently, the alliance crashed and burned without gaining traction. At the 

1955 Asian-African Conference (the Bandung Conference), Zhou Enlai 周恩来 called for Asian solidarity. Inspired by 

his message, many former alliance members extended friendship towards Beijing, and some even repatriated to the 

mainland. Among them were KMT’s Guangxi-pai Cheng Siyuan 程思遠 and Luo Mengce 羅夢冊, the latter of whom 

was ideologically close to New Confucians such as Qian Mu.

To summarize, many anti-CCP liberals flocked from mainland China to Hong Kong, where they sought to organize 

a new liberal movement exploiting the Cold War rift between the two Chinas. However, they failed to build a strong 

enough organization for this purpose. What rescued their movement from the doldrums was Freedom Front Weekly 

(1949–59). The cover page of each issue of this publication displayed the same rousing message: “No freedom, no life. 

Together, we are powerful.” Freedom Front Weekly was a political periodical managed by Chinese Youth Party members 

Zuo Shunsheng and Xie Chengping and backed by China Democratic Socialist Party member Zhang Junmai. The editor 

was Sima Changfeng 司馬長風 (or Huyue 胡越), who built up a career in Hong Kong as a political commentator in the 

late 20th century. The opening articles were frequently penned by Chinese Youth Party member Zhang Baoen 張葆恩. 

The publication was backed by the Friendship Society, which itself was funded by the KMT and the US.

Freedom Front Weekly stood for political democracy, economic equality, and cultural liberty. In terms of its political 

position, the publication advocated freedom and democracy as an alternative to communism, and it identified the ROC, 

as opposed to the PRC, as the legitimate polity of Chinese civilization. In some articles, it identified with Japan as a 

fellow member of the liberal camp and called for cooperation with the country in advancing the cause of liberalism, at 

least in the sense of liberalism as a universal movement.6 

However, Freedom Front Weekly’s political position took a turn in the mid-1950s in response to KMT’s increasingly 

autocratic rule in Taiwan. Anti-KMT talking points started permeating articles, and the publication adopted the stance 

that the ROC must promote freedom and democracy. This new stand was met with fierce blowback in Taiwan, which 

only served to harden the publication’s stance.7 The anti-KMT talking points fomented a political narrative arguing 

that the bifurcation of China could only be healed with a free and democratic ROC based on anti-CCP liberalism.8 The 

narrative then broadened into anti-Americanism, and contributors started considering US foreign policy as imperialist 

[Ou 2018]. Perhaps reflecting this broadened focus, Freedom Front Weekly sought to reach beyond the confines of 

Hong Kong and touch the hearts and minds of the Chinese in Taiwan and the Chinese diaspora with an aim to build a 

new global front.

For as ambitious as it had become in scope, Freedom Front Weekly was, however, limited in its actual reach. The 

political publication provided a forum for debating topics that were simultaneously contentious in Hong Kong and Taiwan, 

such as the relationship between Confucian and democratic values. All the while, the team behind the publication was 

seeking to transform liberal discourse in British-ruled Hong Kong, changing it from anti-CCP liberalism to a form of 

liberalism that was anti-Soviet and anti-CCP on the one hand and anti-American and anti-KMT on the other. Nonetheless, 

they made no real effort to voice the concerns of Hongkongers. If the plan had been to convey the value of liberalism to 

Hongkongers, then to achieve this objective, the publication would have had to go of its way to demonstrate just how 

important and relevant liberalism was to the cause of Hong Kong’s autonomy. As it was, Freedom Front Weekly barely 

discussed the matter of Hong Kong’s autonomy.9 Or perhaps it is more accurate to say that it was unable to do so. After 

all, lacking the rhetorical clout of The Observer (Guancha 観察) or Free China Journal, Freedom Front Weekly would 
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always have struggled to set forth a compelling apologia for liberalism that could resonate with Hong Kong’s public.10 

Unsurprisingly then, Freedom Front Weekly was discontinued at the end of the 1950s. Its operations were taken 

up by the Chinese Youth Party’s Free Press Company (Ziyou Chubanshe 自由出版社), however, United Voice Weekly 

emerged as an effective successor.

At the time of its first issue, United Voice Weekly’s chief editor was Chinese Youth Party member Zuo Shunsheng. 

The publication’s vision was clearly stated: the complete restoration of democracy in the ROC through the proper 

functioning of the ROC’s Constitution.11 Many of the journal’s contributors were from Freedom Front Weekly. Moreover, 

its pages featured insightful commentary on local and global groups and movements. While the weekly was popular 

among readers in Beijing and Washington, it largely unnerved the KMT’s leaders in Taibei.

United Voice Weekly was most notable for the fact that it went further than Freedom Front Weekly did in articulating 

a transformation in Hong Kong’s liberalism, away from focusing solely on opposing the CCP. For example, the journal 

squarely denounced Jiang Jieshi’s KMT for its despotic rule. Additionally, after the KMT suspended publication of 

Taiwan’s Free China Journal, United Voice Weekly picked up the flag of liberalism and emitted constitutionalist discourse 

from Hong Kong. It averred that the restoration of a proper constitutional government would ensure a successful counter-

offensive against the PRC. Stated differently, such a counter-offensive would not be possible until a democratic and 

constitutional government had stemmed in Taiwan.

Zuo Shunsheng squarely denounced the CCP,12 but equally, he spared no effort when it came to Jiang Jieshi’s 

autocratic antics, particularly his attempt to rewrite the Constitution to allow himself a third term in office. Arguing 

that the ROC could never make headway in its political reforms with Jiang pursuing a third term, Zuo called for a 

provisional government to safeguard the ROC Constitution.13 

In response to Zuo’s call for a provisional government, Central Daily News launched a staunch rebuttal alleging 

that any such action would itself be unconstitutional. To support its contention, Central Daily News cited statements 

of Hu Shi, who at that time was politically friendly to the KMT. It even took statements from Zuo’s own comrades 

in the Chinese Youth Party and used them against Zuo.14 Zuo doubled down on his position. Free China Journal then 

joined in the fray, accusing Central Daily News of ad hominem attacks against Zuo.15 Specific arguments from each 

side are of limited concern here. What this war of words reveals is that the controversy over Jiang Jieshi’s attempt at 

a third term, originally a matter that was confined to Taiwan and involved Free China Journal and the KMT, had now 

expanded to become a source of tension between Taibei and Hong Kong.

With Jiang’s despotism now a central topic in liberal discourse, the KMT closed down Free China Journal in 1960. 

Unsurprisingly, United Voice Weekly staunchly condemned the KMT over the Free China Journal Incident. 

However, it is important to note that even if United Voice Weekly had forsaken Jiang’s KMT, it had not yet given 

up on the ROC as a whole. Following the First Taiwan Strait Crisis of the mid-1950s, the narrative of “two Chinas” 

began to permeate. In response, United Voice Weekly assumed the stance that there could only be one China, and that 

it could only be legitimately represented by the ROC’s Constitution.16 Upon this premise, the publication argued that 

Hong Kong should, along with Taiwan, offer refuge and succor to émigrés from the mainland, and in doing so, signal 

to the international community that the ROC was the legitimate government of China that could authentically represent 

the Chinese people.17 

However, United Voice Weekly ultimately fared only slightly better than Freedom Front Weekly. Like its predecessor, 

it largely failed to articulate how liberalism was relevant to issues that concerned Hongkongers, such as autonomy 

of the British colony and its future beyond British rule. In fact, some contributors were skeptical about Hong Kong’s 
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ripeness for democracy. For instance, despite being an opponent of colonial rule, China Democratic Socialist Party 

member Sun Baogang 孫宝剛 expressed his fear that if Hong Kong had democratized, immature Chinese nationalism 

might plunge Hong Kong into extremism.18 Ultimately, anti-CCP and anti-KMT liberal discourse inherited by United 

Voice Weekly had failed to gain as much traction in Hong Kong in the 1960s as Freedom Front Weekly had in the 1950s. 

An attempt to turn the situation around was made by a successor publication, Chinese Democrats Forum (Zhongguo 

Minzhu Luntan 中国民主論壇; 1965–67), but it too had limited impact.

4. The Liberalism of the New Confucians: The Democratic Review

Now we turn to that other school of anti-CCP liberalism in Hong Kong, which the so-called New Confucians from 

the Republican-era brought with them to Hong Kong. What impact did this school have? Focusing on Xu Fuguan, a 

central figure in The Democratic Review, I will summarize the trajectory of the school as it relates to the discourse 

itself [Nakamura 2018]. 

After the Second World War ended, Xu Fuguan left the army and devoted himself to academic studies as a New 

Confucian. After moving to Hong Kong in 1949, Xu founded The Democratic Review (1949–66). The periodical’s 

team included other New Confucians such as Qian Mu, Tang Junyi 唐君毅, and Mou Zongsan 牟宗三. Yin Haiguang 

(of Free China Journal) was initially among them too, but Yin and the New Confucians eventually parted ways. The 

first issue of The Democratic Review claimed that there was a global conflict between democracy and tyranny and that 

the latter would eventually succumb to the former.19 

This issue contained no explicit references to the concept of traditionalism. However, contributors clearly regarded 

the CCP’s rule over mainland China as both tyrannical and anti-traditionalist, and advocated maintaining and advancing 

traditional Chinese culture in Hong Kong and Taiwan. The Democratic Review became, in all respects, the spiritual home 

of the New Confucians in Hong Kong and Taiwan. In 1958, Xu Fuguan, together with Zhang Junmai, Tang Junyi, and 

Mou Zongsan, published A Declaration to the World on Behalf of Chinese Culture, asserting that New Confucians were 

the legitimate heirs of traditional Chinese culture, and raising concerns about what they considered were destructive 

acts against Chinese thought and culture. 

Thus, what were the key attributes of the New Confucian blend of liberalism?

The first thing to note is that although Xu and the rest of The Democratic Review team gradually turned up the heat 

on Jiang Jieshi’s antics, as the other anti-CCP liberals did, they also criticized the liberal discourse of those involved 

with Free China Journal such as Hu Shi, the founder of the journal, and Yin Haiguang, who played a key role in it. 

Essentially, the two sides were in a dispute over whether putting liberalism into practice meant an outright adoption of 

modern Western values. During the 1950s, Yin slanted towards such Westernization, while Xu sharply denounced him 

for the same. In this way, Yin and Xu drifted further over the matter of whether the spirit of liberalism was synonymous 

with traditional Chinese culture.

This bone of contention was inseparably linked to the second key attribute of this brand of liberalism. Taiwan’s 

Free China Journal held that politics should be separated from morality (cultural values). Based on this premise, it 

loathed state interference in the lives of citizens and objected to the view that the state should exercise power freely.20 

In contrast, The Democratic Review’s position was that politics and cultural values are intertwined. Contributors argued 

that the state, as the arbiter of what is morally right and wrong, must be independent in order to safeguard citizens’ 
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freedoms. And so the argument went, that such a state must guarantee itself the freedom to exercise power freely.

Despite the termination of Free China Journal in 1960 and Yin Haiguang’s subsequent shift from his advocacy 

of Westernization, the debate over the Taiwan Strait continued, with Yin now involved with Wenxing 文星 (1957–65) 

and Xu still involved with The Democratic Review. Regardless, New Confucians’ liberal discourse started to lose its 

pull, appearing too removed from Hong Kong’s political and social realities. The fact was that New Confucians never 

explained how their brand of liberalism—the vision of reviving Chinese nationalism based on traditional Chinese 

culture—could contribute towards a prosperous and stable Hong Kong. To worsen matters, when the leftist riots 

erupted in 1967 against British colonial rule, CCP’s influence in Hong Kong temporarily strengthened, and the anti-

CCP liberalism of the New Confucians waned by the same measure. Thus, by the end of the 1960s, The Democratic 

View’s turn in history had come to an end. 

The KMT regarded The Democratic Review as friendlier to its cause than Free China Journal, Freedom Front 

Weekly, and United Voice Weekly had been. Hence, the regime collaborated with the US to fund the publication.21 

However, this raises another question: After the KMT cracked down on Free China Journal,22 how did it treat similarly 

inclined Hong Kong journals Freedom Front Weekly and United Voice Weekly? In other words, how did the regime 

respond to the shift in Hong Kong’s liberal discourse from anti-CCP to anti-CCP and anti-KMT?

5. The Liberal Dispute between Hong Kong and Taiwan

The KMT regime in Taiwan should theoretically have been in lockstep with Republican-era liberals who flocked 

to Hong Kong after East Asia fell under the shadow of the Cold War. Indeed, anti-CCP liberalism of New Confucians 

was a godsend to the KMT in its efforts to convince the international community of the legitimacy of Taiwan. However, 

the regime grew wary of other liberal voices in Hong Kong, such as Freedom Front Weekly, which were starting to 

bash the regime. The KMT initially prioritized a cultural strategy for Hong Kong. However, once Hong Kong liberals 

started pushing for a new third force of liberalism through Freedom Front Weekly, the regime found it necessary to be 

more circumspect of these heirs to Republican-era liberalism.

One example of this wariness can be observed in a 1959 issue of the pro-KMT publication Political Review (Zhengzhi 

Pinglun 政治評論), which featured a letter from a reader critiquing Freedom Front Weekly (Vol. 3–2, 25 September, 

1959). It is unclear whether this letter was the reader’s own initiative or whether the KMT had put the reader up to it. 

Either way, the fact that the KMT circulated the letter in an internal meeting demonstrates just how much the discourse 

from Hong Kong had spooked the party. The letter itself read as follows.

	 惡意攻擊政府：在「自由陣線」、中聲報及……上，對政府每多吹毛求疪，經常發表似是而非的謬論，影

響反共人心。 

The KMT’s concern about Hong Kong’s situation came to a head at a closed party meeting held in 1958. At this meeting, 

the KMT singled out Freedom Front Weekly and the Chinese Youth Party for censure. Evidently, the KMT had run out 

of patience in its efforts to curry favor with Hong Kong’s anti-CCP liberalism.23 

As the rift widened between Taibei and the anti-CCP liberals of Hong Kong, the latter started linking arms with 

anti-CCP liberals of Taiwan. Hong Kong’s reaction to the Free China Journal Incident revealed just how strong this 
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solidarity was, and as such, it sounded alarm bells in Taibei.

Hong Kong’s liberals welcomed the plan by Lei Zhen (editor at Free China Journal) to form a new opposition 

party. In Hong Kong, the Chinese Youth Party’s Zuo Shunsheng declared, in United Voice Weekly that “we have precious 

little time to save the ROC” (搶救中華民国時間已経不多了). As if returning the favor, Free China Journal threw its 

weight behind United Voice Weekly when the latter came to blows with Central Daily News. Amidst growing solidarity 

between the two publications, the KMT feared that Lei Zhen’s move to form a new party would have ramifications 

beyond Taiwan. The regime expressed the concern that the closer the two liberal forces grew, the easier it would be 

for the CCP to manipulate them.

The following document shows just how alarmed and anxious the KMT had grown by this stage. The document 

is an extract from a Hong Kong report circulated within the party.

	 一：海外分歧活動，近藉國大開會，又見積極。由香港左舜生等所主持之聯合評論為中心，以友聯集團作

主幹，除刊登反修憲反連任等反調文章外，並醖釀發表一聯合宣言，造成聲勢。但以其內部意見不一，草稿四

度修改，友聯胡越等並為此邀宴各方，促請簽名，原定於二月十日發出。因我有所部署，各方反應冷淡，報紙

且有批評，故截止十五日，僅拼湊六十人，將延至十九日在聯合評論刊出，其聲勢殊為微弱。

	 二：此次分歧活動，完全以友聯出版社為主。該集團雖受美國亞洲基金協會資助，但份子複雜，並有受匪

參透運用跡象，不僅言論偏激，亦一貫主張不與政府合作。……所謂海外中華，企圖挾張發奎左舜生等以與我

對壘。張左等人固不無戒心，即孫寶剛黃宇人之流亦各有其私人企圖，以致所謂聯合行動，本身即存有矛盾，

尤其許多人拒絕簽署，甚至起草人勞思光亦曾要求退出。故左舜生十五日告許孝炎同志，渠擬設法扭轉，雖未

成功，但此項宣言不過大海中投一小石子，對政府無何影響。

	 三：共匪最近亟圖利用海外此項分歧活動及台北自由中國之言論各方進行分化挑撥，指友聯所倡海外中華

為搞第三個中國運動，受美方指使陰謀反蔣反台，因而不斷發動新的和談宣傳攻勢，提出兩點荒謬主張，呼籲

國共雙方共同聲明反對兩個中國政策，同時國民黨聲明不反攻大陸，共產黨聲明對台灣放棄用武。日來匪方在

港之文匯報晶報新晚報等均不斷有此類造謠文字，殊堪特別注意。24 

The report also presented an analysis on Taiwan’s Chinese Youth Party and China Democratic Socialist Party. It 

highlighted anti-KMT criticism in Hong Kong by members of the Friendship Society and other Hongkongers who were 

involved with the society and sympathetic to the Chinese Youth Party. The analysis then gave a stark warning that such 

criticism may become linked with the schismatic activities of Free China Journal’s Lei Zhen and Taiwan’s Chinese 

Youth Party and China Democratic Socialist Party.25 

Despite this report, the KMT remained suspicious of Hong Kong. Later that year, the regime’s sense of crisis 

heightened after Lei Zhen decided to form a new opposition party with support from Taiwan and from overseas, 

including from United Voice Weekly.26 

Subsequently, Zhang Fakui and others who were supporting Hong Kong’s liberals backed out of signing a political 

declaration by United Voice Weekly condemning the KMT as unlawful. Perhaps their decision signaled that the KMT’s 

sustained crackdown was bearing fruit. Even Zuo Shunsheng and others refrained from making any overt declarations 

of support for Lei Zhen’s new party. Perhaps as part of a political horse trade, the Chinese Youth Party asked the KMT 

for more money to fund its anti-CCP and anti-Soviet propaganda, and the KMT agreed to comply.27 

Thus, at the start of the 1960s, the KMT was using funding as a means of leverage over the Chinese Youth Party 

and United Voice Weekly. Even so, United Voice Weekly continued to bash the KMT. Consequently, the KMT cut its 
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funding and banned imports of the publication to Taiwan. Such measures against United Voice Weekly ultimately paid 

off for the regime. Evidence for this comes from the following document in KMT’s internal archives. It must also be 

mentioned, however, that the KMT’s curtailment of United Voice Weekly was, in a sense, an act of friendly fire inflicted 

upon what could have been its ally in Hong Kong in a common fight against the CCP. 

	 二：聯合評論週刊係中國民主反共聯盟對外宣傳刊物。該盟之成立原為繼中國自由民主戰鬥同盟之後，海

外分歧分子第二次大結合，而以本黨有關之張發奎黃宇人，青年黨之左舜生李璜，民社黨之羅永揚劉裕（實際

上張君勱亦參加該項組織），民主社會黨之孫寶剛，友聯出版社之胡越、史誠之，及自由出版社（已結束）之

謝澄平、丁違標（已故）等人為核心出版週刊，公開主張“政治反攻大陸，民主改造台灣”，經常對政府及本

黨進行抨擊。該刊費主要係由張發奎及“友聯社”支持，其他各黨派僅作象徵性捐助，發行範圍包括東南亞歐

美及世界各地。

	 三：本組遵循中央決策，年來曾透過各方關係，對該集團進行疏導分化。首先運用亞洲基金會揭穿匪嫌份子

參透友聯事實，迫使停止經濟支助，退出聯盟。次則利用張發奎左舜生等訪問歐美各國之機會促使轉變態度，

造成該盟內部分裂。最近一年復爭取孫寶剛脫離。兼以刊物銷路不佳，張發奎停止資助，掙扎數月，至張君勱

返港亦無更好辦法，最後唯有停刊。

	 四：該刊停辦，基本上對我有利。以香港為中心之反黨反政府集團日趨分解，由《自由陣線》、“友聯社”

以至《聯合評論》先後沒落或停辦可以證明。但目前情勢變化，敵我鬥爭更為複雜。《聯評》雖已結束，而共

匪之統戰工作必將乘機加強，若干反黨反政府份子之活動，仍極堪注意。28 

Conclusion

The KMT should theoretically have found some common ground with the liberals of Hong Kong and Taiwan in 

the fight against the CCP’s rule. However, it inadvertently pushed these liberals into opposing the KMT as well as 

the CCP. Moreover, its cultural strategy had the effect of weakening liberalism-as-a-phenomenon in Hong Kong and 

Taiwan, ultimately undermining the political clout of anti-CCP liberalism in Taiwan.

From Hong Kong’s perspective, the trajectory of liberalism was as follows. Liberalism poured into the colony 

but never gained traction among Hongkongers. The same was true of the variant of liberalism advocated by the New 

Confucians. As limited as Hong Kong liberalism may have been, it nonetheless became a target of the Taibei regime’s 

cultural strategy. The effect of Taibei’s interventions was to wreck what could have been a liberal front uniting Taiwan 

and Hong Kong against the CCP. Thus, anti-CCP liberalism, both in the sense of universal liberalism and liberalism-as-

a-phenomenon, began to sink into Hong Kong as it did in Taiwan. The catalyst for this transformation was the Taibei 

regime’s persecution of Lei Zhen.

However, there is another historical development that deserves a mention. Lei Zhen’s liberalism was reignited in 

Hong Kong in the late 1970s. After Lei’s release from prison, his memoirs were published in the Hong Kong publication 

The Seventies (70 niandai 七十年代). Subsequently, The Seventies started featuring articles penned by Hu Ping 胡平 

and other intellectuals who advocated liberalism in mainland China, providing an opportunity for reviving liberalism 

in the colony. Accordingly, at the start of the 1980s, Beijing viewed the publication as a source of concern. Considering 

that Taiwan was liberalizing and democratizing around this time, it seems apt to say that the triangular relationship over 

liberalism between Beijing, Hong Kong, and Taibei was coming into play once again.
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Conservation Treatment for Unbound Documents  
at the Toyo Bunko* 

TAMURA Ayako

Introduction

On several occasions between 2014 and 2015, conservation treatment was conducted for unbound documents of 

various forms, materials, years and places of publication. Here, “unbound documents” refers to documents and ephemera 

that had not undergone processes such as bookbinding or mounting. Since these documents were neither books nor 

scrolls, it was difficult to store them on the shelves and inconvenient to read them in the status quo. Also, these were 

susceptible to damage without any protection. Hence, conservation treatment was applied to improve their condition.

Until the end of March 2009, the Toyo Bunko had a Bookbinding Room where the staff bound some materials 

and made storage cases. However, after the Bookbinding Room was abolished due to the cancellation of the branch 

contract with the National Diet Library, it appears that the cataloging staff in the Library Department have been doing 

what they can to preserve the materials by mending simple tears in pages and making storage cases. Since April 2014, 

the conservation work has been resumed by three part-time employees including a former member of the Bookbinding 

Room. One of the other two who newly joined on this occasion is the author.

It seems there was a practice that cataloging staff brought library materials to the Bookbinding Room to ask the staff 

there for binding or preparing storage cases. At present, conservation procedure is being conducted under the similar 

process. Thus, the treatment performed varies from case to case, as it is examined and determined through discussions 

with cataloging staff or project staff, considering the nature of each material and how it is used. The author hereby 

presents four case studies of conservation treatment that is applied on the library premises, with some not requiring 

expertise and technical skills.

1.   Autograph letters addressed to Basil Hall Chamberlain, with the typewritten copies of the letters (call number: 

MS-107)

2.  Shōyō Shimpō 商用新報 (call number: JXIII-189)

3.  Vellum Contract Documents (call number: A-LA-493)

4.  Ajia Taikan 亜細亜大観 (call number: JXI-2)
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1. Autograph Letters Addressed to Basil Hall Chamberlain 

1-1. Outline of materials

Letters to Basil Hall Chamberlain: 92 letters (100 sheets of letter paper, 22 envelopes)

Photographs of letters to Basil Hall Chamberlain: 14 photographs of 6 letters (these photographs are the source materials 

at the Toyo Bunko, as the original letters are not available at the Toyo Bunko)

Other materials as secondary sources

 Transcribed typewritten copies of letters include the 98 letters above: the equivalent amount of 112 letters

 Related materials such as handwritten paper, magazine cutouts, and letters

The letters are dated between 1878 and 1926. Many of them were posted in Japan and England. Some were delivered 

from places in mainland China such as Beijing and Chongqing, some from former British territories and concessions 

such as Hong Kong, Calcutta, and Shanghai, and others from various parts of Europe. The letter paper, envelopes, and 

ink are also presumed to have been produced in the same periods and regions.

1-2. Conservation treatment

 Measures required by the cataloging staff were as follows.

1.  Using the ring binder boxes purchased to house the materials

Figure 1: Before treatment, the condition during the cataloging
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2.   Specifying the sender, location, and date of the letters on the mounts. Ensuring the stability of letters on the 

mounts 

3.  Deacidifying the materials

1-2-1. Storage cases

1)   Ready-made ring binder boxes and album pages were used.1

2)   Since many of the materials were written in iron gall ink, un-buffered acid-free paper was used for the mounts 

and the interleaves.2

3)   Heritage Archival pHotokraft paper3 (90gsm, un-buffered) was used for mounting and indicating letter numbers 

and other information. Materials were mounted by way of cuts made on the four corners. The same applied 

to photographs.

4)   Pure Guard 454 was used as interleaves to protect fragile paper and to prevent iron gall ink migration.

1-2-2. Cleaning and mending

1)   All materials were dry cleaned5 with brushes. Dusting cloths,6 soot sponges, and plastic erasers were used 

occasionally.

2)   Wheat starch paste and Japanese paper were used to mend tears that could worsen or were difficult to handle. 

Damages and tears that seemed to have been torn when they were opened and areas that were written in iron 

gall ink were excepted.7 

1-2-3. Deacidification

1)   The Bookkeeper Spray of Preservation Technologies Japan was used.

2)   Materials that showed signs of acid hydrolysis and materials that appeared to be acid paper were deacidified, 

except for surfaces where iron gall ink was used.8 

3)   Merck’s pH indicator strips were used to measure the pH.

4)   A list of the deacidification was attached at the end of the ring binders.

1-2-4. Treatment for transcribed typewritten copies (performed by the cataloging staff)

1)   Creases and wrinkles were smoothed out. If necessary, the materials were humidified with purified water and 

ironed out at low temperatures.

2)   The materials were stored in stationery-quality plastic sleeve folders.

1-2-5. Treatment for materials as secondary sources

1)   After dry cleaned, clips and staples on materials were removed. 

2)   Materials were rebound with linen or cotton thread where staples were removed. 

3)   Archival envelopes and folders were used to store the materials that were taken out of original envelopes or 

had their clips removed, to indicate the original sets of the documents.

4)   Materials were housed in an archival storage box.
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Figure 2: After treatment, letters and envelopes 
were housed in ring binder boxes, while transcribed 
typewritten copies were filed in plastic sleeve folders. 

Figure 3: After treatment, related materials

1-3. Thoughts on the treatment

In the course of the treatment, all the materials were listed, showing letter numbers that have changed during the 

cataloging, as well as recording the progress status through treatment (Table 1). It helped to identify all those materials, 

since they are large in volume, and it is hard to read them as they are manuscripts produced by people from various 

regions. Consequently, a list of the deacidified items was extracted from the list, and disorders and misidentification 

were avoided.

While cataloging, the staff have applied the proper treatment to the transcribed typewritten copies, and have made 

photocopies of the original manuscripts. Physical access to the original letters would be limited after all of those works, 

we gave priority to indicate the information of each letter on mount paper while the letters would need to be taken out 

of sleeves to see them from the verso. This is an example of the effective use of ready-made products to organize and 

preserve materials in various sizes.

The Toyo Bunko holds correspondence between Lafcadio Hearn and B.H. Chamberlain9 which were bound quite 

a while ago. The letters shown here were also from prominent figures such as Ernest Satow, Okakura Yoshisaburō 岡
倉由三郎, Max Müller, and Edwin Arnold. The author believes that these will contribute to further research. Although 

it is unknown whether or not Chamberlain had opened them, only a few of the envelopes were opened with a paper 

knife, which made me wonder if the careless letter opening was one of the English traits or a habit of his own. It is a 

great pleasure to imagine what lies behind original materials when facing and exploring them.
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Table 1: Work progress table prepared for the Autograph letters addressed to Basil Hall Chamberlain

Letter # pH Ink Qty W
ritten surfaces

procedure

O
ld N

um
ber

N
ew

 N
um

ber

A
cidity before 
 treatm

ent

Ink type

Ink 
D

eterioration

Envelopes

Letter paper

Interleaves

D
eacidification

9 6 Alkaline 1 1 One side 〇

27 14 1 1 Both sides 〇

29 16 Iron gall migration 0 1 Both sides 〇

30 17 1 1 One side 〇

31 18 0 1 Both sides

32 19 4.5 Iron gall 0 1 One side 〇

33 20 4.0 Unknown 0 1 One side 〇

34 21 4.5 Iron gall halo 0 1 Both sides 〇

35 23 Iron gall migration 0 1 Both sides 〇

36 22 Iron gall migration 0 2 Both sides 〇

37 24 Iron gall 0 1 One side 〇

38 26 4.5 Iron gall halo 0 1 The whole sheet on one 
side, half on the other 〇 〇

39 25 5.0 Iron gall 0 1 One side 〇

40 27 Iron gall 0 1 Half the sheet on both 
sides

41 28 4.0 Iron gall halo 0 1 Both sides 〇

42 29 5.0 Iron gall halo, 
migration 0 1 The whole sheet on one 

side, half on the other 〇

43 30 4.5 Iron gall migration 1 1 Both sides

2. Shōyō Shimpō

2-1. Outline of materials

Tabloid newspaper providing market information

Published daily, one sheet a day, printed on both sides of the sheet, a total of 226 sheets

Year of publication: 1881 to 1883

Place of publication: Osaka

Publisher: Shōyō Shimpōsha 商用新報社 (Editor: Kōmura Naokichi 鴻村直吉)
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Figure 4: Before treatment

Since the material is a daily newspaper that was printed for approximately two years, the quality of paper differs 

from one issue to the other, with some of them being printed on Japanese paper. The sheets that are of good quality, 

including sheets of Japanese paper, are virtually devoid of any visible signs of deterioration and are in a rather good 

condition. However, many of the sheets are darkening, overall or only on the printed areas, and it is difficult to read 

them in some parts. In addition, there are many black specks of dust that are thought to be ink residue. Some sheets 

have stamps, postmarks, and handwritten notes. The sizes of the sheets are roughly the same, but with some variations.

2-2. Conservation treatment

When unbound ephemera are inspected after being returned from readers, they are counted sheet by sheet. Thus, 

whenever the Shōyō Shimpō is returned, all 226 sheets are counted. To avoiding this, the sheets were bound into separate 

booklets through the following procedure.

2-2-1. Binding into booklets

1)   All materials were dry cleaned with a brush and a dusting cloth.

2)   Creases and wrinkles were smoothed out. If necessary, the materials were humidified with purified water then 

pressed or ironed to dry.

3)   Torn sheets were mended with Japanese paper and wheat starch paste. Stamps that had come off were lightly 

pasted back.
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4)   Binding margins

  Strips of kōzo paper (RK #1710) were pasted to each sheet to create binding margins. The strips of kōzo paper 

thus attached were then bound, which prevented holes from being made in the materials directly. By providing 

spaces along the gutter, the characters were not hidden in the binding margins and it became easier to read 

them. Furthermore, the strain which had been placed on the gutter while being opened was also lessened, and 

the possibility of physical damage through reading and copying was reduced as well.

5)   Interleaves

  In order to alleviate the effects on adjoining sheets of paper by the oil and pigment in the printing ink, thin 

pieces of acid-free paper (Pure Guard 45) were placed between each sheet as interleaves. Since the interleaves 

were larger than the newspaper sheets they could be used for page-turning, making it possible to read the 

materials without touching the sheets directly. Further, since the newspaper sheets varied in size, interleaves 

were also used to align the edges on all four sides.

Figure 5: Sheets with strips of kōzo paper attached to them as binding margins

6)   Inner binding

  Sheets of the newspaper and interleaves were divided into ten booklets according to the months of issue.  

Each booklet was bound with paper strings as inner bindings in the same manner as Japanese stab binding. 

After the inner binding was completed, the excess binding margins and interleaves were cut off.

7)   Covers

  AF Protect H 209.4g acid-free archival paper was used to make covers. The covers were about 1mm larger 

on each side than the interleaves.
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Figure 6: The edges were aligned and the inner binding was done with paper strings. 
Using a rectangular guide provides an efficient way of aligning uneven sheets.

8)   Binding 

  Sheets of the newspaper, interleaves, and covers were bound all together. By using the four-hole stab binding 

technique, it is easy to unbind and rebind. Linen thread was chosen as the binding thread.

9)   The contents of each booklet and a list of the missing newspaper issues were attached. Notes about the missing 

newspaper issues were written in pencil on the interleaves that they would have been placed next to.

2-2-2. Housing

A storage box was made using Archival Boards and 0.9mm AF Hardboards. It is because one call number is 

applied for all of the 226 sheets/10 booklets housed in one box.11 

Figure 7: After treatment, booklet bindings and their storage box
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2-3. Thoughts on the treatment

There were concerns that the total volume of the materials would increase by placing interleaves. However, it 

became rather neat and tidy after the treatment, perhaps due to the flattening. Since the sheets are thin, they are also at 

risk of physical damage when handled. Therefore, the interleaves should be used to turn the pages. Besides, renewing 

the interleaves and covers after a few decades is also recommended.

3. Vellum Contract Documents

3-1. Outline of materials

There are eleven contract documents written on vellum12 in ink. One of them is colored. 

In some areas of the documents, stains, water damage, insect damage, tears, and losses can be seen.

The ink appears to be iron gall ink, and some parts have already faded to the point of being unreadable to the naked eye.

Date: Under investigation, currently being confirmed that the documents date to around 1573 to 1825

Place: Fès and Meknès (Morocco)

Temporary numbers 1-1 to 1-6:

These are six documents, including one that is colored. When they arrived at the Toyo Bunko, they were already 

unfolded but had prominent ripples. In particular, 1-4 had severe water damage.

Temporary numbers 2-1 to 2-5:

These are five folded documents that seem to have been first rolled up and then flattened. One of them was even 

folded in half after it was flattened. 

Figure 8: Temporary number 2–1; after being rolled up 
and flattened, the document was folded in half.

Figure 9: Temporary number 2–2; The document was 
rolled up and flattened.
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Figure 10: Temporary number 1–3; Pasted vellum on the 
verso has deteriorated. 

Figure 11: Temporary number 1–4; An example of the 
damage that appears to have been caused by water. Both 
ends of the sheet are missing in lacy shape.

3-2. Work objective

The materials were set to be flattened until the characters could be deciphered through ultraviolet photography, and 

until they could be stored without trouble. Also, as temporary number 1-6 was scheduled to be displayed in a frame, it 

needed to be in a condition that would allow for this as well.

3-3. Conservation treatment

After flattening, dry cleaning, and mending the materials, they were placed between acid-free mat boards and 

stored horizontally in a map case.

3-3-1. Treatment of materials

1)   Flattening

  The materials were protected with Gore-Tex13 before being indirectly humidified with blotting paper dampened 

with purified water. They were then unfolded, flattened, and left to dry under weights at room temperature.

2)   Dry cleaning

 A soft brush, dusting cloth, and soot sponge were used.

3)   Mending

  Wheat starch paste and Japanese paper were used to mend tears and losses where the potential risk of further 

damage or which were difficult to handle. Areas with iron gall ink were avoided.14 Essentially, mending was 

only carried out from the verso to ensure that the characters were not covered with Japanese paper.
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3-3-2. Storage cases

The materials were placed between archival mat boards (Timecare Heritage Conservation Boards) without windows. 

The long sides of the boards were connected with acid-free linen tape.

1)   The materials were placed between boards in the same way that eight of the Vellum Contract Documents 

were already being stored at the Toyo Bunko.15 

Figure 12: Temporary number 1-4; the aforementioned water-damaged area was 
mended on the verso with Japanese paper.

Figure 13: Areas that were not being treated were protected with 
acid-free boards. Blotting paper should be applied to absorb humidity 
immediately after applying liquids such as paste or water, and pressed 
until it dries sufficiently.

Figure 14: Temporary number 2-1 (Figure 8), 
after treatment
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2)   To prevent slipping, each material was fixed at two or three places using mounting corners. Heritage Archival 

pHotokraft paper (un-buffered) was used for the mounting corners. Also, filmoplast P90 was used to fix the 

corners in place.

Figure 15: A sheet of vellum placed between acid-free mat boards.

3-3-3. Exhibition preparation

Unlike other materials, which were contracts pertaining to matters such as real estate, temporary number 1-6 

was a marriage contract that has decorated borders and headpieces. After it was confirmed that this material would be 

displayed at an exhibition16 at the Toyo Bunko Museum, the Museum Department requested for matting, alongside 

other Vellum Contract Documents already in the collection. Hence, the material was to be subsequently framed between 

a mat and a glass panel. However, it still had its natural ruggedness and could not be forcibly pressed. During the 

exhibition period of approximately three months, the material needed to be supported to prevent it from slipping off 

the mat. In addition, after the exhibition ended, the material needed to be removed with as little humidification and 

damage as possible. Due to these requirements, the O-shaped hinges of Japanese paper were fastened in several places 

by micro-dot adhering.17 The material kept its safe during the exhibition and hinges were removed without difficulty 

from both materials and mat boards.

3-3-4. Ultraviolet photography

On March 2nd, 2015, a specialist took ultraviolet photographs of ten of the materials, excluding temporary number 

1-6, which was still on display. In the presence of Miura Tōru 三浦徹, a research fellow and director of the West Asian 

Studies Group at the Toyo Bunko who made great efforts to obtain the materials, a staff member from the Library 

Department of the Toyo Bunko, as well as the author, it was confirmed that the characters that were unrecognizable to the 

naked eye were highlighted by the ultraviolet rays. With the vellum quite moderately spread out, the above individuals 
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worked together to examine the rugged areas around the creases shown in the images and to make minor adjustments, 

to obtain images from which the characters could be deciphered.

3-4. Thoughts on the treatment

When humidified, vellum becomes flexible and soft, but also susceptible to pest and physical damage. It seems 

that the materials have been folded for many years, developing strong folds, as well as sustaining damage caused by 

humidity and water while folded. 

In the course of this treatment, the author realized a great benefit brought about by the fact that a research library 

like the Toyo Bunko has special staff for material preservation. On the one hand, we, the author and the other library 

staff, could select appropriate treatment measures by actually unfolding the materials and examining their condition. On 

the other hand, a researcher belonging to the library could be invited to consult with us during the treatment, providing 

us useful advice. 

At present, the West Asian Studies Group is conducting research on the materials. Obtaining new information about 

the physical aspects of “vellum” themselves is anticipated. The result of the research conducted on eight out of eleven 

documents was published as The Vellum Contract Documents in Morocco in the Sixteenth to Nineteenth Centuries, 

Part II in 2020 [Miura and Satō 2020].

4. Ajia Taikan

It is hard to label the Ajia Taikan as ephemera, as it comprises photograph albums. However, it will be introduced, 

as it is a collection of ephemera, assembled by pasting photographs, captions, and table of contents to mounts, then 

tying them with strings. Also, multiple people took part in preserving and achieved effective workflow.

4-1. Outline of materials

16 photograph albums

Year of publication: Around 1924 to 1940

Place of publication: Dalian

The materials consist of monthly published photographs and their captions by the Ajia Shashin Taikansha 亜細亜写真
大観社. In the albums, silver gelatin prints were pasted on mounts and short captions were provided next to each 

print. It seems that a set of 10 sheets was distributed to members once every month.18 

 These sheets were compiled into one album for each year, with each album containing 100 to 125 photographs. 

In all, there were 16 albums with 1891 black-and-white prints in total.

For each album, there are two holes on the short side of the mounts and covers, which are tied together with 

black strings that are commonly found in office supplies. Black sheets of paper are used as the mounts, while sheets 

of cardboard wrapped in bookcloth are used as the covers. The mounts look like drawing paper, and the fibers of the 

mounting paper flew off like dust.

The photographs and captions are pasted on both sides of the mounts. For each piece of photographs, two adjacent 

sides are fixed to mounts with adhesive, while the other two sides remained unfixed. On the other hand, most of the 
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captions are only pasted on the upper side. Also, the captions, texts, and table of contents are printed on wood pulp paper.

The cover of volume one differs from those of volume two to sixteen. It appears that whereas volume one has the 

original cover, others were made in the Bookbinding Room at the Toyo Bunko modeled after the original.

Figure 16: Ajia Taikan

4-2. Chemical and physical deterioration

1)   The emulsion sides of the photographs were stuck together.

2)   The photographs and paper for the captions, texts, and table of contents were stuck together.

3)   There was damage, flaking, cracking, silver mirroring, yellowing, and image transfer on the emulsion layer 

of the photographs.

4)   There were torn or folded photographs.

5)   Some of the photographs had come off their mounts.

6)   There was mold, dust, and dirt.

7)   Some mounts were damaged and vulnerable.

8)   There were severed binding strings.

It is evident that pieces of photographs were stuck together after being stacked and stored in a high humidity environment 

over a long period of time. Also, there were traces that appear to have been left by spilled liquid such as beverages, as 

well as flaws and deterioration in the photographic emulsion layer. Furthermore, damages were seen in the photographs, 

captions, and other texts, which had likely resulted from forcibly opening the pages that had stuck together. Many 

pieces of photographs have come off their mounts due to rough handling or deterioration in the adhesive, and some of 

the photographs and captions have been lost. In particular, the damage and adhesion between items in volumes thirteen 

and sixteen were especially severe. 
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Figure 17: Pieces of photographic paper adhering to one another

Figure 18: Severed binding string Figure 19: Photographic paper that has come off its mount

4-3. Work objective and procedure

The objective was to prepare a digital copy of all the pages and to open a database within the 2014 fiscal year. 

Before shooting, all of the photographs, captions, texts, and table of contents that were stuck together also had to be 

separated, then mended wherever possible, and pasted to their original locations.

The photographer who took the photographs for the database was Takeuchi Ryōko 竹内涼子 from Calo Works 

Co. Ltd. Since she is an expert in the conservation of photographs, she was able to provide the appropriate guidance 

and advice as well.
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On August 12th, 2014, a briefing session was held where Takeuchi explained the state of the materials and the 

treatment to be performed. This session was attended by Aihara Yoshiyuki 相原佳之 of the Documentation Center for 

China Studies, Aitani Yoshimitsu 會谷佳光 from the Library Department (currently working in the Research Department), 

as well as Shinozaki Yōko 篠﨑陽子, who was in charge of preservation in the Library Department. In addition, three 

part-time employees of the Library Department, including the author, also participated in the briefing session. Other 

two employees were Motomura Ikue 本村育恵 and Tomita Emi 冨田絵美, who were repairing materials and making 

storage cases besides their regular work. While working in the Library Department, Motomura and Tomita were also 

enrolled in a doctoral course in East Asian history and were well-versed in the contents of the Ajia Taikan. Further, 

since the author graduated from a college of photography and was accustomed to handling photographic paper in tasks 

such as photographic printing, it was decided that the three of them were to implement the conservation treatment.

According to Takeuchi, the photographs in the Ajia Taikan are fiber-based photographic paper (baryta paper)19 with 

ferrotyping.20 Therefore, the emulsion surface of the paper seemed smoother than usual and easy to stick on. At that 

point, Takeuchi had already looked over all the pages and listed the problems, along with methods of treatments. This 

proved to be very useful when the conservation work was carried out later. Also, the following procedure and duties 

were decided under the direction of Shinozaki.

1)   The binding strings were removed and the materials were inspected while being dry cleaned. The photographs, 

captions, texts, table of contents, and mounts that needed treatment were sorted. The photographs that came 

off their mounts had their titles written on the back in pencil.

2)   Damaged mounts and captions that were detached or torn were mended with wheat starch paste and Japanese 

paper. Since the mounts were black, black Japanese paper was used to mend them. Items that needed to be 

washed with water were put through the following process.

3)   Adhered items were separated and dust was removed by bathing them in water. As to the photographic paper 

and wood pulp paper that were stuck together and difficult to separate, priority was given to retaining the 

images on the photographic paper.

4)   The photographic paper and wood pulp paper were dried and flattened.

5)   The photographic paper and wood pulp paper were mended.

6)   The V-shaped hinges of Japanese paper were attached to the photographic paper.

7)   Items were pasted back on their mounts. The V-shaped hinges on the photographic paper were attached to the 

mounts with wheat starch paste. The wood pulp paper such as captions was pasted directly to the mounts.

8)   Photographs for the database were taken by Takeuchi.

9)   The materials were rebound with binding strings. Severed binding strings were replaced with new binding 

strings.

10)   Interleaves were inserted between pages to prevent them from adhering again and to reduce acid migration 

to the photographic paper from the mounts and wood pulp paper, which were thought to be acid paper. Pure 

Guard 4521 was used for the interleaves. Sheets of paper that were cut to a specific size were ordered and 

delivered.22

As the treatment progressed, minor changes were made to improve the ease and efficiency. However, the essence of 

treatment procedures was generally conducted as described above.
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4-4. Conservation treatment

Here, the work in steps 3) to 6), which the author was in charge of, will be explained in more details.

1)   Preparation

  The photographic paper and wood pulp paper that adhered to each other were detached from their mounts so 

that they could be bathed in water. A microspatula, bamboo spatula, and medical scalpel were used. At that 

point, the adhesive and dust were also removed to some extent. Next, the titles of the detached photographs 

were written on the back in pencil. For photographs that had developed silver mirroring,23 a brush was used 

to remove deteriorated silver particles from the surface to prevent them from fixating on the photographs.

2)   Bathing in room temperature water 

  A vat was filled with purified water, then the materials that needed to be separated were bathed into the water. 

In order to keep the water temperature around 20–23°C,24 the temperature of the room was adjusted. The 

degree of adhesion varied among the items, some separated after being bathed approximately for 5 minutes, 

while others took about 30 minutes to encourage water to slide onto the surface of the emulsion layers. Also, 

since the photographic paper was vulnerable and the emulsion layer was brittle, the materials were separated 

with extreme care. When doing this, a bamboo spatula was used since a metal microspatula would have easily 

damaged the emulsion.

3)   Bathing in warmer water

  Materials that were severely stuck together were placed in water that was gradually warmed over time. 

The temperature of the water was raised to about 27°C while observing the condition of the photographic 

paper. However, the emulsion layer became too soft and was deemed to be at risk of damage with higher 

temperatures.25 By adjusting the water temperature and the bathing time, all the photographs and wood pulp 

paper were separated successfully.

4)   Removing impurities 

  Dust and other impurities that were attached to the materials were wiped off with a piece of non-woven fabric 

during or immediately after the bathing procedure. If the photographic emulsion became too soft, the work 

on the image surfaces should be temporarily suspended and resumed after the emulsion layers were solidified 

with colder purified water or were pulled out of the water for a brief moment. If the non-woven fabric was not 

wet enough, the emulsion could have been damaged. Also, dust and old adhesive that remained on the back 

of the photographic paper was removed using a spatula. At that point, the adhesive could easily be removed, 

as it was moistened and soft. It seems that there were several types of adhesive used, some of which had left 

yellow stains on the photographic paper. These operations should be performed on a stable flat surface that 

can be kept wet, such as a glass plate.

5)   Transferred images and characters

  As with the dust removal procedure, a non-woven fabric was used to erase or lighten the transferred images 

and characters.

6)   Drying and flattening

  Humidity was absorbed from the sheets of photographic paper using newspaper and blotting paper. Then, once 

the sheets were semi-dried, each sheet was pressed between two pieces of blotting paper. When semi-dried, 

the image surface of the photographic paper was dry and smooth to the touch, yet moist on the inside. During 
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this stage, the emulsion surfaces do not stick to blotting paper when pressure was applied, which allowed the 

photographic paper to dry flat. If the sheets were dried without being pressed, they would have formed curls. 

Therefore, the sheets were pressed for a few days to allow them to dry thoroughly.

7)   Mending

  Tears in the photographic paper and wood pulp paper were mended with wheat starch paste. When necessary, 

Japanese paper was also applied. Cracking and flaking areas of the image surfaces of photographic paper 

were protected or reattached with industrial gelatin (purified from beef bone).

8)   Hinges

  Photographic paper was mounted by V-shaped hinges of Japanese paper. To prevent the hinges from being 

seen from the front side, strips of Japanese paper, which were about 10mm shorter than the width of the 

photographic paper, were pasted onto the back of the margin of the photographic paper, slightly below the 

upper side, by using wheat starch paste. Thin Japanese paper (RK #2) was used for this procedure, to prevent 

the hinges from making the albums partially thick.

9)   In the next step, the hinges were folded back and attached to the mounts, then two points on the left and right 

sides of the bottom were pasted down with wheat starch paste.

Figure 20: Mounting photographic paper using a hinge

4-5. Thoughts on the treatment

The Ajia Taikan database was opened on the website of the Documentation Center for China Studies in March 2015 

as scheduled. The conservation work started in August 2014, with Motomura and Tomita working two days a week, 

and Takeuchi and the author working one day a week. Although the four people worked on different days, they were 
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Figure 21: Torn texts on the facing page was stuck on the image surface.

Figure 22: After treatment

Figure 24: Two pieces of photographic paper adhere to 
each other, one of them detaching from its mount

Figure 23: Whole image and texts can be recognized 
now, for the paper stuck to the image was removed and 
mended to where it should be. 

Figure 25: After treatment
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Figure 26: A part of the photographic paper (Figure 28) on the facing page was stuck on the image surface.

Figure 27: After treatment
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Figure 28: The photographic paper torn locally and stuck to the facing page (Figure 26).

Figure 29: After treatment
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still able to collaborate effectively, which allowed the work to proceed smoothly. Also, deep gratitude is expressed to 

all the staff who provided their care and consideration.

The photographs shown here depict the nature, townscapes, people, customs, historic ruins, temples, and other 

aspects of mainland China. Not only are the subjects of the photographs interesting, but many of the photographs 

themselves are also of high quality and are fascinating. In addition, the fact that each photograph had a title, a caption, 

and a number was very helpful in performing the work as well.

Unfortunately, since the pages that had adhered to each other were previously opened by force, many of the 

photographs and captions were already damaged. Had the pages been stuck together solely due to liquid, temperature, 

humidity, or pressure, they could have been publicized in a better condition. This was a case where the damages in the 

materials observed were man-made. However, with the help of the appropriate human resources, the materials were 

able to be viewed once again and were transformed into a database that is used widely.

Further, the author shall take this opportunity to thank Shinozaki, Takeuchi, Motomura, and Tomita for their great 

cooperation in writing this article.

Conclusion

The Autograph letters addressed to B.H. Chamberlain, Shōyō Shimpō, and the Vellum Contract Documents were 

materials that were deemed to need treatment when they were added to the collection and were brought to the conservation 

staff for consultation. The Ajia Taikan, on the other hand, was a case where the materials were treated for digitization. 

In each case, the primary objectives were to make the materials “usable” or “accessible,” while the second objective 

was to make them in “suitable condition for handling and storage.”

Arranging the materials for safe handling and keeping storage environments in a good condition plays a major role 

in extending the longevity of the materials as physical objects. However, the care of the users is another indispensable 

factor that helps in achieving this. It is important to raise awareness among staff, researchers, and readers, and to inform 

them of how to handle the materials.

Ephemera are easy to bind and unbind due to their very nature. Whereas the cases introduced here involved treating 

the materials to allow them to be used over a long time, efforts were also made to prevent the materials from deviating 

from their current states as much as possible. It is hoped that the best conservation treatment will be promptly carried 

out sometime in the future when new methods are discovered and present treatment measures end their role. Also, it is 

hoped that by leaving this record, future generations will be able to use it as a means of understanding the materials.

The Toyo Bunko holds documents of various forms, materials, regions, and eras, consisting of more than one 

million titles, and it is an incredibly difficult feat to store them. However, possessing the collection also means that 

responsibility must be taken to care for them. Therefore, as long as the aim is to conserve the original materials for 

many years to come, organized measures must be taken for gaining a systematic understanding of the collection as 

“physical objects” from the standpoint of collection care.
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Notes
* This is a revised English translation of the following article: “Ichimaimono shiryō no hozon shochi jirei” 一

枚もの資料の保存処置事例, Tōyō Bunko Shohō 東洋文庫書報 48, pp. 23–55, 2016.

(1) Ringbinder box and polyester album pages, that have passed PAT (CXD Division of Larson Juhl Nippon Co., 

Ltd.). 

(2) Highly acidic or alkaline conditions can cause color change in iron gall inks. To avoid changes in ink color, 

the pH should be kept between 5.0 and 8.5 [Guild, Tse, and Trojan-Bedynski 2012]. 

(3) Supplied in buffered and un-buffered versions. Also available in different colors and weights (CXD Division 

of Larson Juhl Nippon Co., Ltd.).

(4) Un-buffered tissue, available in three weights (TT Trading Co., Ltd.).

(5) Reducing or removing dust, insect frass, mold, and spore while maintaining the materials dry. Contrariwise, 

cleaning with water or organic solvent is referred to as wet cleaning.

(6) Fabric made of microfiber or microfilament, washable and reusable. Should be chemical free, museum and 

library quality, and soft and smooth enough for materials.

(7) In order to prevent migration of soluble acids and iron ions, humidification or local wetting of objects with 

iron gall ink should be avoided [Guild, Tse, and Trojan-Bedynski 2012].

 Information about the preservation of iron gall ink was also heavily sourced from the speeches made by 

Alejandra Odor (Head of Conservation, National Archives of Mexico) and Anne Maheux (Head of the 

Conservation of Maps, Manuscripts, and Art on Paper, Library and Archives Canada) at the 28th Research 

Seminar on the Conservation of Modern Cultural Heritage, the “Conservation and Restoration of Western 

Paper,” which was held by the Tokyo National Research Institute for Cultural Properties in 2014 (https://

www.tobunken.go.jp/image-gallery/conservation/15e/).

(8) For the same reason as Note 2, deacidification with Bookkeeper Spray was avoided to prevent the alkaline 

component from remaining on paper surfaces.

(9) Their reproduction was published as [Tōyō Bunko 2016] under the supervision of the Toyo Bunko.

(10) Item number for Paper Nao’s (Shiho Nao 紙舗直) Japanese paper, made for restoration work. R stands for 

“roll,” which indicates that the paper is machine-made, while K indicates that the raw material is kōzo.

(11) All the acid-free archival paper used for the treatment of Shōyō Shimpō is sold by TT Trading Co., Ltd.

(12) There is an opinion that “vellum” refers to the skin of calves or cow fetuses, while “parchment” refers to the 

skin of sheep, goats, and adult cows. On the other hand, there is also an opinion that “parchment” is used in a 

broader sense, and “vellum” is often used to describe a very fine quality of parchment. Currently, parchment 

is the word most often used in English-speaking countries, but here the word vellum is used, as “The Vellum 

Contract Documents” is the familiar term commonly used at the Toyo Bunko. In addition, the raw material 

of the documents is not specified.

(13) Fabric that is breathable and waterproof, allowing water vapor to pass through while repelling liquid water. 

This is used for treatments that apply humidification without wetting with water. Additionally, Entrant produced 

by Toray Industries, Inc. is a fabric having the same function.

(14) See Note 7.

(15) Okamoto Kōji 岡本幸治, a book conservator, was in charge of the conservation of these materials. The work 

report was published under “Tōyō Bunko shozō beramu-sei monjo no shūfuku” 東洋文庫所蔵ベラム製文書
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の修復 (The restoration of vellum documents at the Toyo Bunko) in the pamphlet for the 64th Toyo Bunko 

Exhibition (November 1990). Also, the research results are detailed in [Miura and Satō 2015].

(16) The “I Want to Know More about Islam!” Exhibition was held at the Toyo Bunko Museum from January 10th 

to April 12th, 2015.

(17) Masuda Katsuhiko 増田勝彦, “Bishōten Secchakuhō ni yoru secchakuryoku to hikihagashi-go no kami 

no sonshō” 微小点接着法による接着力と引き剥がし後の紙の損傷 (The adhesive strength of Micro-dot 

Adhering and the damage caused to paper after peeling), Dai 25 kai kenkyū happyō yōshishū 第25回大会研
究発表要旨集 (Summary of the 25th assembly and research presentation), Bunkazai Hozon Shūfuku Gakkai 

文化財保存修復学会 (The Japan Society for the Conservation of Cultural Property), 2003; Idem, “Bishōten 

Secchakuhō no jissai: Dotto sutampu to pēsuto paddo” 微小点接着法の実際：ドットスタンプとペースト
パッド (The practice of Micro-dot Adhering: Dot stamp and paste pad), Dai 28 kai kenkyū happyō yōshishū 

第28回大会研究発表要旨集 (Summary of the 28th assembly and research presentation), Bunkazai Hozon 

Shūfuku Gakkai, 2006.

(18) From Ajia Taikan Dēta Bēsu 亜細亜大観データベース (Ajia Taikan Database) of Gendai Chūgoku Kenkyū 

Shiryōshitsu 現代中国研究資料室 (Documentation Center for China Studies) at the Toyo Bunko, which is 

the research base for the Area Studies Program, Ningen Bunka Kenkyū Kikō 人間文化研究機構 (National 

Institutes for the Humanities; NIHU). 

 <http://www.tbcas.jp/ja/lib/lib4/> (Publicized on March 30, 2015)

(19) Photographic paper that has a baryta layer placed on top of paper base, in order to increase its whiteness. 

The baryta layer is a mixture of barium sulfate and gelatin lying below the emulsion layer which contains 

photosensitive silver halide. Most of the current photographic paper is called RC paper, whose paper base is 

resin-coated. Since baryta paper does not have resin coating, it absorbs chemicals and water easily, and needs 

to be flattened in a semi-dry state or with special equipment for drying.

(20) A process to produce a high gloss on gelatin silver photographic prints, by drying the print with its emulsion 

in contact with a chrome-coated metal plate, which is then heated. The photographic paper is also dried flat 

at the same time. At the time when the Ajia Taikan was published, the ferrotyping was a common method for 

drying baryta paper.

(21) Interleaves for photography must have passed PAT (Photographic Activity Test, ISO18916) and preferably 

without being alkaline buffered.

(22) When a large amount of same-size paper was needed, it was advantageous to have them ordered and delivered, 

despite the fee for having them cut, as the work efficiency improved with the paper of the correct size.

(23) The phenomenon of deterioration seen in photographs caused by oxidation and reduction reactions. It occurs 

when silver is reduced after migrating to the surface of photographic emulsion. When this occurs, bluish 

particles with a metallic luster are seen mainly in high-density areas of a photograph, and it looks as if its 

black and white areas are reversed when it reflects the light.

(24) Silver gelatin prints are usually developed at a solution temperature of 20°C. When the temperature rises, the 

chemicals work more effectively and more solution penetrates the photographic paper.

(25) If the water temperature rises over 30°C, the photographs will be greatly affected as the gelatin in the emulsion 

layer will melt and other changes will take place. This in turn will cause the loss or deformation of the images, 

which means that great care should be taken to control the water temperature.
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Conservation Work at Toyo Bunko  
with Recollections  

of Bookbinding Room Operations* 
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Introduction

Since April 2014, we have been involved in conservation work in the workroom belonging to the Library Department 

of Toyo Bunko (hereinafter “workroom”). Until March 2009, a bookbinding room was available for conservation 

work, in which such tasks were performed for the Library collection. Many of the tools and materials now used in the 

workroom date from that time. Currently (fiscal year (FY) 2017), three part-time staff work in the workroom, with each 

working two days per week. The two authors of this paper work on the same days, and one had worked previously in the 

bookbinding room. Here, we present an overview of work in the workroom, and also introduce some typical examples 

which represent a series of our work.1 Recollections of the bookbinding room are also presented.

1. Work Overview

1-1. Overview of conservation work

Major tasks are collection condition surveys, making storage boxes, and collection treatment.

As for the flow of collection to the workroom, in some cases, we bring collection materials from the stack room 

based on a condition report form2 or a list of materials to be displayed in the museum, while in other cases, persons in 

charge regarding specific related collection items visit us for consultation, or collection materials are brought in directly.

Regarding collection condition, we have books bound in Western and Japanese styles, and books bound using 

traditional Chinese bookbinding, handscrolls, unbound documents, and so on. Our task is to make storage boxes, to 

organize collection materials requiring similar work depending on their condition of treatment or their record types, 

and to execute the work accordingly. We also make pre-exhibition surveys of the condition of materials, as well as 

work incidental to these. Further, we make rough annual work plans for each bookbinding type (i.e., books bound in 

Western and Japanese styles, using traditional Chinese bookbinding, etc.).
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1-2. The bookbinding room (from the late 1960s on)

In the former bookbinding room, we carried out collection condition surveys, construction of storage boxes, and 

conservation work. In the late 1960s, in addition to the types of collection materials listed above, combined binding (i.e., 

binding together into one unit) was frequently performed for Japanese and European-language magazines, professional 

bulletins, and so on. Gradually, greater emphasis was placed on collection conservation, with priority given to the 

repair of damaged items, and combined binding was shifted to an outside company. Much work was dedicated to the 

binding of photostat versions of the Dunhuang Manuscripts. While not directly related to the preservation of collection 

materials, Toyo Bunko’s accounting documents were also bound in the bookbinding room.

In the beginning of the 1960s, most of the severely damaged books or storage boxes such as wrappers (chitsu 帙)3 

were basically rebound or remade. As the present time (2020), we limit our work to minimum treatment to preserve 

the original as much as possible. In the past, work was recorded mostly in the form of work diaries; even when data 

sheets were made, they were not very detailed.

Collection materials were brought to the bookbinding room by persons in charge of inventory and browsing, or 

by the bookbinding room workers who by themselves entered the stack room to pick up the materials. The condition 

of collections was surveyed in the stack room, and records were kept according to the extent of degradation, classified 

as large, medium, and small damage amounts. Work was then performed on the basis of these records.

At FY end, work plans were created for the next FY. Based on work in the previous FY and condition surveys, and 

so on, work plans were made for Western- and Japanese-style bound books (including wrappers), traditional Chinese 

bookbinding (including wrappers), and unbound documents such as maps. The purpose of creating annual work plans 

was for improving work efficiency. In the past, workers in the bookbinding room would find and bring in collection 

materials from the stack room, or work would be performed whenever the materials were brought in by catalog or 

browsing staff. Thus, many different kinds of work were carried out, and work efficiency was poor. After implementation 

of annual planning, with the exception of extraordinary cases, relevant materials for which similar work was to be done 

were carried in accordance with the annual plan, which was announced to all workers in advance. With the plan, work 

materials could be procured in bulk when needed, and used accordingly. Ordinarily, at least two workers were placed in 

the bookbinding room, while other workers worked one or two days per week, doing work such as making storage boxes.

2. Examples of Conservation Work

Below, we introduce an overview of work performed previously in four cases.

2-1. Treatment of books bound in the Western style

Here, we introduce an example of treatment of material from the Morrison Collection.4

The Morrison Collection is mostly kept in Morrison’s Stacks, which is part of the museum. This collection is 

frequently seen by museum visitors.

Some of the damaged books have large cracks in the spine, and the cover and pages of the others have become 

separated from the books. Books like these requiring special care due to damage are temporarily placed in an envelope 

made of acid-free paper and stored accordingly. Treatment has been carried out for materials of this nature in order to 

place them on stacking shelves such that their condition can be seen. Photos 1 through 4 are examples of this case.5 
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Since there was spine and cover damage, plus a separated cover, Japanese paper was used to cover these defective 

portions of the spine, and the cover was connected. However, a storage box is made for extremely damaged books that 

are considered too delicate for treatment.

2-2. Treatment of Japanese-style bound books and books with traditional Chinese bookbinding

Much of the work involved in treatment of Japanese-style bound books and books with traditional Chinese 

bookbinding involves rebinding of binding thread and repair of wrappers (Photos 5 through 10).

Binding thread faces to the outside, and in many cases, the lower portion of this thread is frayed away. There are 

some cases where binding is done with new thread to completely replace the old thread. In other cases, thread is added 

to the cut portion at bottom, and the book is rebound (Photos 5 and 6).6

Photo 1. Pre-treatment. A portion of the spine is 
damaged.

Photo 2. Pre-treatment. This cover has become removed 
from the book.

Photo 3. After treatment. Japanese paper was used to 
supplement and reinforce the spine.

Photo 4. After treatment. The cover has been reattached 
to the main body of the book.
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Photo 5. Pre-treatment. The binding thread is cut and 
there is damage to the corner protector.

Photo 6. After treatment. The binding has been repaired, 
and a new corner protector has been attached.

Photo 7. Pre-treatment. The string has broken, while the 
clasp is still attached.

Photo 8. After treatment. A new string has been attached, 
with the original clasp.

Photo 9. During treatment. The inner paper has been 
peeled off, and the cut string (ribbon) is removed.

Photo 10. During treatment. A new string (ribbon) has 
been attached and pulled through the original clasp. 
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Wrapper damage has many forms. There may be damage to the clasp fastener (kohaze こはぜ), or ribbon portions 

may be cut. In addition there may be damage to corner folds, which may result in partial or complete separation of a 

wrapper’s parts. In the stack room, one comes across books where a ribbon has been temporarily placed around the 

book to prevent removal (separation). In the case of clasp fastener damage, only a damaged portion is replaced with a 

new clasp, so that a wrapper can function as such (Photos 7 through 10).7

2-3. Treatment of hanging scrolls

Here, we introduce an example of temporary treatment of a hanging scroll in preparation for exhibition.

Dai-Min Chiri no Zu 大明地理之圖8 is a hanging scroll comprised of four scroll parts, which are hung side-by-side 

to form a single map (Photo 11). Here, the paper on which the map was drawn and its mounting had tears, with lifting 

of paper and discoloration observed in some parts; a part of the paper had become delicate and fragile (Photos 13 and 

15). There were also many creases and contortions seen on the paper on which the map was drawn. The dimensions of a 

single scroll part were approximately 1 m wide × 3 m high, meaning that there was no room enough on the work table 

in the workroom to spread out a scroll part completely. We therefore borrowed a large room in which we performed 

condition surveys and treatment work (Photo 12). In order to prevent the torn portions from tearing further in the future, 

Japanese paper was attached for reinforcement from the back (reverse) using wheat starch paste, and the lifted paper 

was flattened by applying paste (Photos 14 and 16).

At exhibition, we thought out some special methods for displaying the scroll in cooperation with staff of the 

Museum Department. Although the scroll was hanging on a wall, placed in the display case, its lower portion had to 

be placed on the floor of the case when exhibited owing to its length. To prevent weight load of the hanging scroll 

from causing damages to itself, a narrow black board with inconspicuous edges and 2–3 cm width was used to fix and 

stabilize it (Photos 17 and 18). During the nearly four-month exhibition period, we had observations made at regular 

intervals, and the exhibition supports were adjusted as necessary.

Photo 11. Dai-Min Chiri no Zu during exhibition. Photo 12. View during condition survey and treatment 
work.
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Photo 13. (Detail) Pre-treatment. Tear with lifted paper. Photo 14. (Detail) After treatment. This has been reinforced 
from the back (reverse) side using Japanese paper.

Photo 15. (Detail) Pre-treatment. Lifted portion of the 
paper on which the map was drawn.

Photo 16. (Detail) After treatment. Paste was applied to 
secure the lifted portion.

Photo 17. (Detail) The hanging scroll was too long, with its 
bottom portion lying directly on the display case bottom.

Photo 18. (Detail) To reduce distortion, folding, etc., the 
edges are pressed down using a narrow board.
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2-4. Storage box-related work

In many cases, instead of repairing damage, we create storage boxes to preserve the materials properly. Showcased 

here is a case where supports were made for the storage box so as to provide extra safety for the material.

The Japanese portion of the Umehara Sueji Collection of archaeological source materials9 consists of numerous 

card-like items, on which photographs and drawings are pasted. Several tens of them, each sandwiched between folded 

cardboard, are laid together and stored in a box-like container. There are over one hundred of such boxes (Photo 19). 

In the inner portion of the box, there are strings attached on either side, which are used to fix and secure the items. 

When one wants to extract the items, there is little room to insert the hands so as to lift them (Photos 20 and 21). Thus, 

boards with strings on either side, which are attached at two points to form a circle shape and can serve as handles, 

are laid in some of the boxes. Pulling the strings raises the board with the items on so they can be removed from the 

box (Photos 22 and 23). On the other hand, previously there were boxes containing boards, to which strings on either 

side were attached at only one point, causing some instability when lifted. At this occasion, we either created new 

boards for lifting for boxes without them, or reattached strings of some boards at two points so that each respective 

string was formed into a circular shape. Some boxes had already been so full with materials that the lid could not be 

closed, and the volume became even larger with the additional boards for lifting. Thus, we ordered new acid-free paper 

conservation boxes from an outside supplier, with identical outer-size dimensions as the original boxes. Ensuring that 

the proper number of items were inserted within each box reduced the weight of the boxes, making these materials 

safer and easier to handle (Photos 24 through 26).

Photo 19. Exterior view of the storage box. Photo 20. Interior before work performed. The items are 
secured in place with strings.
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Photo 21. Before work performed. There is little room to 
insert hands into the box for item removal.

Photo 22. A board with string handles is added.

Photo 23. The documents are placed on the board with 
handles at either side, and removal and replacement of 
the items is performed.

Photo 24. After work performed. The board has been 
inserted in the storage box, and some documents have 
been removed for safer storage. 

Photo 25. New boxes have been made with the same size 
dimensions.

Photo 26. The newly made storage boxes allow 
documents to be removed from the side.
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Conclusion

A simple overview was presented regarding conservation work beginning from April 2014. Examples of commonly 

performed work were shown, including treatment of books bound in Western and Japanese style, books bound in 

traditional Chinese bookbinding, and handscrolls, as well as the preparation of supports for storage boxes. Our aim 

was to showcase some of the types of conservation work we currently carry out. None of this work could be completed 

without the cooperation and assistance of all related and involved persons. We would like to use this opportunity to 

express our deep gratitude for their assistance. We have also used this paper as a chance to introduce some recollections 

of work we had previously performed in the era when we had a bookbinding room.

We will continue to execute our work in the workroom belonging to the Library Department, to ensure the safe 

and secure use and preservation of collections for browsing and display, both today and for the coming generations.

Notes

(1) A case of other work performed in the workroom belonging to the Library Department is found in Tamura’s 

article in the current issue.

(2) A report form that is currently used in Toyo Bunko for recording such information concerning the materials 

as discoveries of damage. These forms are found in the stack room and some other places. After being filled 

out by the person who made the discovery, it is checked by the person in charge of the catalog, and is then 

stored in the workroom.

(3) A type of container used for the preservation of Japanese-style bound books and books with traditional Chinese 

bookbinding. Four sides of the books are wrapped in a cylindrical form, while there are some with the upper 

and lower (two) sides uncovered.

(4) A collection consisting of approximately 24,000 European books, artworks, pamphlets, and so on, regarding 

East Asia, collected by George Ernest Morrison in Beijing. These were purchased by Iwasaki Hisaya 岩崎久
弥, the founder of Toyo Bunko.

(5)  Chinese and Japanese Repository of Facts and Events in Science, History and Art, Vols. II and III (Call 

number: XVIII-B-d-32).

(6) Tōbaé, Journal Satirique 1 (Call number: XVII-11-d-71).

(7) Hakuseki Isho 白石遺書 (Call number: 貴三-M-a-4).

(8) Dai-Min Chiri no Zu (Call number: 貴XI-6-B-12). Exhibited on the occasion of “Toyo Bunko World Map 

Exhibition: Blaeu’s Maps as Seen in Vermeer’s Works” (2015/04/22–2015/08/09). 

(9) These are source materials on the archaeology of each Asian country collected by Dr. Umehara Sueji 梅原末
治. 
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